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Daniel Kleven, Director of Admissions, 3/4/2019 

I’ve known for some time that Bethlehem has racial reconciliation as a centerpiece of what 
they’re trying to do in cultural engagement… I wouldn’t want my agreeing to come here 
in any way to put that in jeopardy. If I thought it would risk that, I would decline to come 
on my own, because I wouldn’t want to risk valuable work like that just to have an 
opportunity to speak. 

Doug Wilson, 2013  1

I’ve talked to several guys who are confused: in a lot of ways John, you are seen as a 
champion for diversity, and so for some of the African Americans there’s a real confusion 
for your deep and abiding passion to see us really re!ect the gospel in regards to multi-
ethnic ministry, but then what’s been a very public support for Doug and even for Black & 
Tan. 

Matt Chandler, 2013  2

"ere has been a confusing mix of messages on the issue of racial reconciliation coming 
out of Minneapolis. 

Kyle Howard, 2019  3

I shared it [the All Peoples Scholarship] with about 10 people who immediately asked if 
there were men of color teaching and what the present percent of African Americans are 
attending the seminary. A major roadblock for many of them was the relationship the 
seminary has and their professors with Douglas Wilson books, teachings on slavery and 
even having some students go to DW church for an internship. Nearly every African 
American I spoke to saw Doug Wilson as a racist and someone who protected one of his 
male students in a sexual abuse case of an underage girl being harassed by this student. 

John H. Sather, 2019  4

 “In the World, For the World, Against the World: A Conversation on Christ and Culture with John Piper 1

and Douglas Wilson,” https://vimeo.com/75882847

 “Advance13 - Q&A Session,” https://vimeo.com/643645682

 Bethlehem Baptist Church training.3

 Personal correspondence in response to a request to share the All Peoples Scholarship.4
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https://vimeo.com/64364568


Yes, I do think people perceive Bethlehem to be associated with Doug. Yes, I do think that 
hurts Bethlehem’s perception with some African Americans. Based on some of the 
conversations and laments I’ve heard, I think your concern is spot on.# 

It’s#part#of what contributes to the perception of a conservatism that’s indi$erent to 
diversity (though I don’t think that perception is accurate of leaders at Bethlehem, DG, 
etc). "e seeming defense and endorsement of Doug bewilders a lot of people—myself 
included—and not just African Americans. When Doug seemingly takes every 
opportunity to scorn the causes African Americans think and feel a great deal about, and 
when John seems to defend Doug for his speaking with a “serrated edge,” it looks like 
John, Bethlehem, DG, etc. (all di$ering in some regards, I’m sure) are caping for Doug 
and are, in a closeted way, where Doug is on these things. I know that’s not actually true of 
most people at BCS, Bethlehem, etc. But when you combine John’s posture with 1 or 2 
faculty person’s comments that seem to line up well with Doug, then you get the 
perception. 

"abiti Anyabwile, 2019  5

Introduction 

"is report is an e$ort to reckon with Bethlehem’s a%liation with Doug Wilson. I suspect that 
many faculty and sta$ at Bethlehem may be unaware of (a) our connection with Wilson; (b) the 
extent of that connection; (c) why that connection might be viewed as deeply troubling to some 
both within and outside of our school. 

Please note: in documenting these connections, I am not trying to imply that anything needs to 
be done in each case. Joe Rigney cannot travel back in time and graduate from a di$erent school. 
We can’t issue a “recall” on our college graduates who have chosen to attend New Saint Andrews. 
Some faculty and sta$ may not think we need to do, say, or change anything at all, and that our 
relationship with Doug Wilson is just &ne as it is. "is is merely a report, from my perspective, 
with a few suggestions. My hope is that by making this information visible and available, we can 
take an honest look at our institution, and discuss what, if anything, to do about that. 

In the report, I aim to do the following: 

I. Document the a%liation between Bethlehem College & Seminary, DesiringGod, and Doug 
Wilson. 

II. Show why Black &Tan is so o$ensive and historically inaccurate. 
III. Re!ect on the past six years since the Doug/"abiti exchange. 
IV. Suggest some areas we might consider taking action on. 

 personal communication.5
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I. Bethlehem, DesiringGod, and Doug Wilson 

First, let me acknowledge that Bethlehem College & Seminary and DesiringGod are not formally 
connected. We have no control over what they publish on the site, and they have no control over 
our operations as a school. But in the eyes of the watching public, especially because John Piper is 
the &gurehead of both organizations, the distinction can get easily blurred. Here is an index of the 
number of times Doug Wilson has been featured on these various platforms. 

A. Doug Wilson and DesiringGod 

Articles by Doug Wilson on Desiring God: 

2017, Dec 3 “Prepare Your Heart to Lead Your Home” 
2017, Oct 25 “"e Smile of the Reformation: Pierre Viret” 
2017, Oct 13 “"e Monastery’s Lost Houselamp: Johannes Oecolampadius, 1482–1531” 
2016, June 29 “LGBT Basics” 
2016, May 7 “Every Mother’s Son: A Meditation for Mother’s#Day” 
2016, Jan 20 “We Always Need a#Brother: Technology and Presence in Biblical Teaching” 
2015, Oct 17 “Love and Respect: Basics for Marriage” 
2015, May 21 “How to Be a Puritan Husband” 
2015, April 15 “Superior Women: And the Men Who Can’t Out-Give "em” 
2015, March 7 “What Is a Kind Husband?: Five Characteristics of True Kindness” 
2014, July 9 “Reformation and the#Critics” 
2013, July 31 “Who Is P.G. Wodehouse, and Why Should It Matter to#Us?” 
2012, Nov 12 “Brothers, We Are Not#Sisters” 
2012, Aug 18 “Finitude, Creation, and a Well-Mowed Lawn” 
2011, Oct 10 “"Old, Settled, and Reformed" Is Coming at You Like a Freight Train” 

Articles featuring Doug Wilson: 

2012, Aug 14 ""e Gospel of Noncontradiction" 
2012, May 22 Reinke, “20 Quotes from Father Hunger” 
2012, May 2 Piper, “I Don’t "ink So,#Doug” (on divorce and remarriage) 
2012, April 2 “Doug Wilson on How to Stay Christian in#Seminary” 
2012, Feb 1 Parnell, Rigney “Similarities and Distinct Emphases of John Piper and Doug#Wilson” 
2012, Jan 11 Etter, “How Young Men Prepare for#Marriage” 
2011, Dec 9 “Lessons Doug Wilson Learned from His#Dad” 
2011, Oct 19 “Masculinity Is the Glad Assumption of Responsibility" 
2010, May 15 Bloom, “Christian Hedonism 3.0” 
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Conference Messages by Doug Wilson: 

2013, Sept 28 “Undragoned: C.S. Lewis on the Gi' of#Salvation” National Conference (plenary) 
2012, Jan 31 “"Father Hunger" in Leading the#Church” Conference for Pastors (plenary) 
2012, Jan 30 ““Father Hunger” in Leading the#Home” Conference for Pastors (plenary) 
2009, Sept 26 “"e Sacred Script in the "eater of#God” National Conference (plenary)  

Books published with DesiringGod featuring Doug Wilson: 

2017 “Superior Women—and the Men Who Can’t Out-Give "em” and “Men Run on Respect, 
Women on Love,” in Happily Ever A!er: Finding Grace in the Messes of"Marriage 
2014 “Undragoned: C. S. Lewis on the Gi' of Salvation” in Romantic Rationalist 
2013 “Brothers, We are not Sisters” in Still Not Professionals 

Interviews with Doug Wilson on DesiringGod: 

2014, Oct 18 “De&nite Atonement” #eology Refresh: Podcast for Christian Leaders 
2013, Nov 12 “God | Jesus |#Bible: A Roundtable Discussion with John Piper, Tim Chester, and 
Doug#Wilson” 
2013, Oct 18 “Doug Wilson Interviews John Piper and Tim#Chester” Grace Agenda Conference 
2013, April 30 “Meaning and Metaphor: An Interview with Douglas Wilson,” Authors on the"Line 
2012 “"e Supremacy of Christ in All of Life: "e Pastor and His Worldview” Pastors Conference 
2009, Sept 25 “A Conversation About Collision” 

Twitter 

Pastor John has regularly recommended DW’s blogposts to his 900,000 Twitter followers, 
including as recently as 2018.  6

Note as an observation: I can’t think of another outside author who has been featured on 
DesiringGod more than Doug Wilson. "ere are more articles by Doug Wilson than by Jason 
Meyer, for example. 

 https://twitter.com/search?q=dougwils.com (from:johnpiper)&src=typed_query&f=live6
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B. Doug Wilson and Bethlehem College & Seminary 

Faculty: 

Joe Rigney has his M.St. in Classical Christian Studies from New Saint Andrews College, where 
Doug Wilson is a Senior Fellow of "eology, a permanent member of the College’s Board of 
Trustees, and a Professional in Residence.  7

In July 2018, Joe spoke at the “Called Conference,” a high school conference designed to recruit 
students to New Saint Andrews, speaking alongside Doug Wilson and Ben Merkle.  8

Graduates: 

A number of our college graduates have decided to pursue further studies at New Saint Andrews, 
including: , , , , , and . 

Bethlehem’s undergraduate curriculum: 

A number of Doug Wilson’s books have been required or recommended reading in the 
undergraduate program, including: 

A Rhetoric Companion—currently required for a rhetoric course, most recently in 2018 
Rules for Reformers—required for a Christian Discipleship course in 2015 
Wordsmithy—required for a college writing course in 2015 
"Southern Slavery and our Culture Wars,” in Black & Tan—recommended reading in the Omnia 
“Civil War” unit as recently as Spring 2018. 

Bethlehem College & Seminary special events 

2013, Oct 4 “"e Church and the World: Homosexuality, Abortion, and Race with John Piper and 
Douglas Wilson” 
2009, Sept 27 “An Evening of Eschatology” 

 https://www.nsa.edu/academics/faculty/douglas-j-wilson/7

 https://www.nsa.edu/category/calledconference-2018/8
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Recommendations 

2017, Dec 8 -  Doug recommended Bethlehem College & Seminary on his blog.  9

2017, Dec 8 - Tim Tomlinson retweeted Doug’s recommendation.  10

Associations 

"e Association of Christian and Classical Schools (ACCS) was founded by Doug Wilson in 
1994,  where he is now the “Educator in Residence”  and featured every year at their “Repairing 11 12

the Ruins” conference.  Bethlehem College & Seminary is an “A%liate” of ACCS.  13 14

Summary 

Pastor John, DesiringGod, and Bethlehem College & Seminary have become deeply intertwined 
with Doug Wilson over the past decade, both in promoting him, giving him our platforms, and 
passing his ideas along to our students.  

II. Black & Tan 

In 2012, Pastor John tweeted: “If you want to know what Doug Wilson really thinks about race 
issues, read Black and Tan. It's free. [link to Canon Press]”  15

I suspect that most of our faculty and sta$ have not read Black & Tan, and thus are unaware of 
why people &nd it so deeply o$ensive. Here is just a taste: 

We need to learn that the antebellum situation was one of Normal Sin, not one of 
Apocalyptic Evil (4). 

…slavery was far more benign in practice than it was made to appear in the literature of 
the abolitionists (14). 

 https://dougwils.com/books-and-culture/s7-engaging-the-culture/conservative-colleges-dont-9

conserve.html

 https://twitter.com/BCS_President/status/93920911103566233710

 https://classicalchristian.org/our-history/11

 https://classicalchristian.org/leadership/12

 https://2019.repairingtheruins.org/speakers/13

 https://classicalchristian.org/college-members-a%liates/14

 https://twitter.com/JohnPiper/status/22762426559433113615
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https://dougwils.com/books-and-culture/s7-engaging-the-culture/conservative-colleges-dont-conserve.html


I am a paleo-Confederate (15). 

"eir [southerners’] racism was less virulent in a number of ways than what was found in 
the North, but it was more blameworthy. To whom much is given, much is required (17). 

I also take it as a given that the South was right on all the essential constitutional and 
cultural issues surrounding the war, and this is my reason for calling myself 
unreconstructed (19). 

Robert E. Lee was a gracious Christian gentleman, a brother in Christ, and an honorable 
man (19). 

"e South has long carried the stigma of racism and bigotry… We have heard of how 
slave families were broken up, of the rape of slave women, of the frequent brutal beatings, 
of the horrible living conditions, and of the unrelenting work schedule and backbreaking 
routine—all of which go together to form our impression of the crushing oppression 
which was slavery in the South. "e truthfulness of this description has seldom been 
challenged. 
 One of goals of this small essay is to show that if this impression is largely false, 
then the instructions laid down in the New Testament for Christians in slave-holding 
societies were applicable straight across—and those instructions did not include a war 
which would kill over 600,000 men (41, 42). 

"e South has been stigmatized and slandered, and generations have been misled over 
the true nature of the ‘peculiar institution’ and, as a consequence, they have not 
understood the true nature of the South in general… Where there is sin, let us freely 
confess and forsake it. But because we have resolved to abandon sin, this must include the 
sin of believing a lie (43, italics original). 

…nothing is clearer than that the New Testament opposes anything like the strident 
abolitionism of our country prior to the War Between the States (44). 

We have been told many times that the war was over slavery, but in my view it was 
actually over the biblical meaning of constitutional government (46). 

…on the slavery issue the drums of war were being beaten by the abolitionists, who were 
in turn driven by a zealous hatred of the Word of God (48). 

It is time for us to stand and declare the truth about slavery and to expose the failures of 
the abolitionist worldview (60). 

If St. Paul returned Onesimus to Philemon (and he did), what would he have us do when 
a similar scenario played out in Virginia in 1856? (65). 

I am convinced that we will not understand the current civil con!icts which surround us 
until we go back and learn the truth about the War Between the States. Until we get that 
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particular history lesson straight, we will continue to get every other subsequent history 
wrong. "e battles we &ght today are simply a later stage of the same war (77). 

Robert Lewis Dabney lived one of the most remarkable lives ever to grace this nation… I 
have great sympathies for Dabney (82, 107). 

"ere really is a Southern intellectual paradigm, and I am in it (115). 

A. Is Black & Tan racist? 

 "e answer is “no,” at least, not explicitly. Doug includes a number of statements in Black & Tan 
condemning racism and every kind of “racial vainglory”: 

We maintain that racism is a sin against God, and that it will be judged in the light of His 
holiness at the last day . . . God hates it and He always will. (16–17) 

…regeneration, in the sense I am speaking of here, must include rejection of every form 
of racial hatred, animosity, or vainglory. In Christ there is neither Jew nor Greek, slave or 
free,male or female. (18) 

It seems that some have focused on the question “Is Doug Wilson/Black & Tan racist?” and when 
the answer comes back “no,” have breathed a sigh of relief, and given him a pass. I believe the 
issue is more complicated than that. 

B. Black & Tan and the myth of the Lost Cause  

A deeper problem than whether or not Black & Tan is “racist” is whether or not it is true. In the 
concluding summary of the massive 2013 blog exchange between "abiti and Doug, "abiti 
continued to maintain this: 

"e history of slavery—even the existence of American chattel slavery, especially among 
Christians—represents a far more egregious transgression of love, the gospel, and 
humanity than represented in#Black & Tan, which attempts a dangerous revision without 
su%cient historical evidence. He ["abiti] believes privileging man-made constitutional 
arguments over the liberty and full !ourishing of fellow human beings betrays the gospel, 
betrays the command to love our neighbor, and fails to consider the balance of all the 
relevant biblical texts. "at combination of revising the record of slavery’s inhumanity 
and privileging only the#prima facie#reading of texts compatible with one’s position leads 
to gross misjudgment and siding with the oppressor against the oppressed in the case of 
American chattel slavery.  16

 “A Final Wrap-Up: "abiti Anyabwile and Douglas Wilson.” "e most complete collection of these blog 16

posts has been formatted by Jacob Young on Scribd: https://www.scribd.com/document/221905113/Review-and-
Interaction-over-Black-and-Tan-between-Douglas-Wilson-and-"abiti-Anyabwile
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I think "abiti is exactly right. Black & Tan attempts a dangerous historical revision without 
su%cient evidence, leading to gross misjudgment and siding with the oppressor against the 
oppressed. Speci&cally, Black & Tan is a repackaging of the Lost Cause mythology for Doug’s 
modern audience. 

"e majority of ex-Confederates… did not believe they had fought for an unworthy 
cause. During the decades following the surrender at Appomattox, they nurtured a public 
memory of the confederacy that placed their wartime sacri&ce and shattering defeat in 
the best possible light. "is interpretation addressed the nature of antebellum society and 
the institution of slavery, the constitutionality of secession, the causes of the Civil War, 
the characteristics of their wartime society, and the reasons for their defeat. Widely 
known then and now as the Lost Cause explanation of the Confederate experience, it 
drew strength from the pages of participants’ memoirs, from speeches at veterans’ 
reunions, from ceremonies at the graves of soldiers killed…, and from artwork with 
Confederate themes.  17

Here are some of the features of the Lost Cause mythology : 18

- a deep seated white-supremacy and racism 
- a romanticizing of the antebellum South 
- a minimization of the horrors of slavery 
- the claim that the South would have given up slavery on its own 
- the portrayal of the South as a Christian nation 
- the demonization of the North as in&dels 
- the characterization of an aggressive and bloodthirsty North invading the South 
- the portrayal of Confederate soldiers (Lee, Jackson) as the noble, pious, and heroic 
- the claim that the war was fought for states’ rights and not to defend slavery 
- source material in books like Dabney’s hagiographic Life of Jackson and his A Defense of 

Virginia and through Her of the South 

What Doug has done in Black & Tan is to make a loud show of eliminating the &rst item from the 
list (racism), while keeping almost every other element of the Lost Cause mythology intact, and 
propagating this myth as the key to understanding our current culture wars. But this raises 
serious questions. When white-supremacy is foundational and woven into every other aspect of 
the Lost Cause mythology, how is it possible to simply “reject the racism” but keep every other 
aspect of the worldview? "is is a deep inconsistency, that explains why many continue to suspect 
Doug of racism, despite his vocal and colorful denials. 

 Gary W. Gallagher, “Introduction,” in #e Myth of the Lost Cause and Civil War History, ed. Gary W. 17

Gallagher, Alan T. Nolan (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2008), 1. See also Charles Reagan Wilson, 
Baptized in Blood: #e Religion of the Lost Cause, 1865–1920, and Sean Michael Lucas, Robert Lewis Dabney: A 
Southern Presbyterian Life. Dabney was instrumental in the creation of the myth of the lost cause as Lucas and 
(Charles) Wilson illustrate, and features prominently throughout Black & Tan.

 For a very good, yet concise overview of these features, see Alan T. Nolan, “"e Anatomy of the Myth” in 18

#e Myth of the Lost Cause and Civil War History, which lists the distinctive features of the myth, most of which apply 
directly to Black & Tan. 
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Here is one example of how this Lost Cause “house of cards” (as "abiti said ) fails to stand. 19

Doug frequently compares the problem of slavery with the problem of abortion, and makes the 
point that we ought not to try to end abortion with a civil war. John Brown and Paul Brown are 
not Biblical models for change. Rather, the New Testament calls for gradualism. While Doug is 
right to condemn vigilante violence (the Browns), he is categorically wrong to equate this with the 
Civil War. His analogy only holds up if you assume the Lost Cause mythology: the North was the 
violent aggressor, the South was benignly minding her own business until the Yankess started 
“"e War of Northern Aggression.” In reality, a far di$erent picture emerges, in which the South 
rattles her saber repeatedly and loudly in the decades leading up to 1861. 

“let the consequences be what they may—whether the Potomac is crimsoned in human 
gore, and Pennsylvania Avenue is paved ten fathoms in depth with mangled bodies… the 
South will never submit to such humiliation and degradation as the inauguration of 
Abraham Lincoln.”  20

Or take James Henry "ornwell, a Southern Presbyterian: 

In his sermon preached on Nov 21, 1860, before Lincoln’s inauguration, "ornwell called 
for secession, even though ‘our path to victory may be through a baptism of blood.’  21

In order for Doug’s analogy to work, we would need abortionist states threatening to secede if a 
pro-life president were elected, with various orators (Christian preachers?) stirring up their states 
to go to war to resist the tyranny of such a pro-life man. Once he passed laws to shut down 
abortion clinics, and then sent in federal troops to forcibly close their doors, these rebellious 
abortion-states would launch an attack these troops, &ring the &rst shots, and resisting the 
“intrusive federal power.” For my part, I would welcome a president doing just such a thing, and if 
such action resulted in a Civil War, the blame would lie squarely on the rebels and not the so-
called “aggressor.” Doug’s analogy utterly fails, because his premise is based on a myth, the Lost 
Cause. 

C. !e Response to Black & Tan 

Bryan Loritts was one of the &rst to respond publicly to Black and Tan on March 14, 2013. "is 
line is poignant and applies squarely to us here at Bethlehem, I think: 

You know what saddens me as I write these words? Once again, it’s a black man who is 
crying for help here, wondering where my white evangelical advocates are? Maybe 
conversations have already taken place and Pastor Wilson has been confronted. Maybe, in 
the circles he runs in—very prominent ones I might add—those who sit on those boards 
have told him to knock it o$. But the fact that I don’t know these things, that I as a black 

 “Another Point Where Wilson and I Almost Entirely Agree: On Doing History and Multiculturalism.”19

 Quoted in Mark Noll, #e Civil War as a #eological Crisis, 19.20

 Charles Reagan Wilson, Baptized in Blood: #e Religion of the Lost Cause, 1865–1920, 5.21
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man in 2013 am wondering where my white brothers are who will have my back here tells 
me we haven’t come as far as we can. 
  I just… I just want someone to care enough to stick up for me. Someone 
who doesn’t look like me.  22

Bryan was supported by many, including Eric Mason, D.A. Horton, Daniel Darling (ERLC), Tony 
Carter, Alan Cross, Matt Chandler, and Russell Moore, but no one at Bethehem.  23

D. !e !abiti/Doug Debate 

"abiti Anyabwile responded to a direct question to him regarding whether he had seen the 
responses to Black & Tan and said “I have. I think they're both correct to drop the heaviest 
hammer on such foolishness.”  Russell Moore again immediately responded in support, and the 24

original poster noted his confusion, including the fact that “Piper recommends his book.”  25

"us was launched the great "abiti/Doug blog exchange of 2013. I highly recommend reading 
the whole thing, but my assessment of it is likely to be a minority opinion. Some may write me o$ 
as a one-sided cheerleader for “Team "abiti,”  but I think his critiques are dead-on: 26

As far as I know, Wilson has not retracted his book or anything in his book Black and 
Tan. 

I’m writing publicly because I have a pastoral concern for anyone that may read the book 
and treat it as either sound in reasoning or  an acceptable model for dealing with 
controversial subjects and the fallout they inspire.  27

"abiti patiently and meticulously worked through the logical weaknesses, the historical 
revisionism, and the racial insensitivity that characterize Black & Tan. "abiti, as Doug himself 
said, was a model of gracious and patient engagement.  

However, I think the entire discussion utterly broke down a'er "abiti’s post “Illustrating ‘Racial 
Insensitivity’ in Black and Tan.” "abiti meticulously de&ned and then documented &ve speci&c 
instances of racial insensitivity, and urged that Doug “should retract his statements made in Black 

 Found in Jacob Young, “Review and Interaction over "Black and Tan" between Douglas Wilson and 22

"abiti Anyabwile.”

 https://twitter.com/bcloritts/status/30980203491008512123

 https://twitter.com/DJJenkins/status/31011056795845427224

 https://twitter.com/DJJenkins/status/31014373145196953725

 "abiti, “What Do the Noseguard and the Center Talk About?”26

 "abiti “Why Respond Publicly to Douglas Wilson’s ‘Black and Tan’?” in Young, 15.27
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and Tan and really should apologize for the comments made in his post ‘With a Bit of Menthol.’ 
"ese comments are well beyond the lines drawn for us by our Lord in his word.”  28

Doug replied with a post explaining away every one of "abiti’s examples, but &nally o$ering the 
following vague apology: “With that said, I would therefore like to seek "abiti’s forgiveness for 
a$ronting him in some of these areas he has mentioned.”  I wrote in the margin: “which areas? 29

be speci&c! where’s the retraction?” 

"abiti called him out on this:  

First, the apology follows prefacing comments that appear evasive and to shi' blame. 

Second, the apology follows defensive explanations where he essentially denies each 
instance of insensitivity. 

"ird, the apology gets caveated with references to those he thinks are “taking !ops” over 
the very same comments I &nd o$ensive. 

While I accept Wilson’s personal apology to me, these three problematic aspects of his 
post leave me wondering what he means when he refers to his “a$ront.” 

I’m trying to get at whether Wilson thinks repentance might include a more complete 
and speci&c apology along with written retraction of the insensitive things he believes he 
has written. 

Such an apology and retraction never happened. "e two eventually wrapped things up and most 
of the watching world applauded.  

E. Pastor John’s response 

Many, including Pastor John, hailed this exchange as a great example of doing the hard work of 
reconciliation, of “staying at the table.” At the Advance13 conference in 2013, John o$ered some 
preliminary re!ections.  In the &rst 15 minutes of this Q&A John tries to maintain a “both sides” 30

approach, including telling black christians not to be so easily o$ended. He defends Doug’s 
serrated edge, and speaks about his friendship with him. When one of the panel participants tried 
to speak up in defense of Bryan Loritts, John replied “I’m going to cut it both ways. I’m going to 
say to Doug, ‘think hard before you talk that way,’ and I’m going to say to Bryan, ‘don’t be so easily 
hurt.’” 

 In Young, 79.28

 Wilson, “Harder "an It Looks,” in Young, 84.29

 “Advance13 - Q&A Session,” https://vimeo.com/6436456830
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John followed up in an interview with the Reformed African American Network (RAAN).  In it, 31

John stated that, “"abiti drew forth appropriate concessions” from Doug. I disagree with this 
assessment, for reasons stated above—Doug failed to respond to "abiti’s second attempt for an 
apology and retraction. John also spoke positively of Doug, stating, “Doug raises important 
questions about violent revolution and abortion.” Unfortunately, since Doug’s account is based on 
the Lost Cause retelling of the Civil War, I’m afraid even this positive takeaway isn’t true either. 

On October 24, 2013, Bethlehem College & Seminary hosted a two-hour conversation with Joe 
Rigney, John Piper, and Doug Wilson.  "ey spent most of the &rst hour discussing race and the 32

exchange between "abiti and Doug. John started out by saying:  

Doug wrote a book that now and then unfortunately gets read, and getting read really 
o$ends. 

John is aware of the tension. People are saying: 

“John, you love racial reconciliation, and this guy’s messing it up. What’s going on? Really 
John, come on. you should be careful.” 

"at statement, I suspect, has proven to be true as we look at what has unfolded over the past 5 
years. In the midst of this controversy, Bethlehem publicly lent our platform to Doug Wilson and 
tacitly endorsed him as a helpful participant in racial reconciliation. Unfortunately, "abiti was 
never given a platform at Bethlehem College & Seminary to discuss his perspective, and the 
watching world was le' to conclude the Bethlehem stands with Doug Wilson on these matters of 
race. 

III. Re"ections on the Last Six Years 

Whether or not we intended it, here’s the message that I’m afraid minorities heard: “come to the 
table for hard work on racial reconciliation; then, when extremely racially insensitive statements 
are made with no (or vague and heavily quali&ed) apologies, we’re going to call it ‘a great dialogue’ 
and chastise you for being too thin-skinned.” Minorities have gotten the message, and they’ve le' 
the table. In the past couple of years we’ve witnessed the “Black Exodus” from white evangelical 
churches and institutions. RAAN changed their ministry to "e Witness: A Black Christian 
Collective. Lecrae publicly lamented his experience with white evangelicals. Pastor John has 
commented on this phenomena, and is no longer scolding African Americans for being “too 
easily o$ended.”  33

 “What Can the Church Learn from the Doug Wilson and "abiti Anyabwile dialogue?”: https://31

vimeo.com/86679760

 “"e Church and the World: Homosexuality, Abortion, and Race with John Piper and Douglas Wilson”32

 See for example, John Piper, “116 Been Real: Lecrae, White Evangelicalism,' and#Hope” https://33

www.desiringgod.org/articles/116-been-real
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To bring it close to home, since 2013 Bethlehem College & Seminary has received 0 MDiv 
applications from African-Americans (until receiving a single application in February 2019.) "e 
e$ect of our messaging on racial reconciliation has been almost completely ine$ective over the 
past 5 years in recruiting students or faculty to come to our institution. "e confusion that was 
present in 2013 about where Bethlehem stands hasn’t gone away and our attempt to hold “both 
sides” together without making clear where we stand, has resulted in losing one of those sides. 

A. In 2018, Doug was still promoting Black & Tan 

At the Bethlehem Q&A in 2013, John Piper quoted Doug as saying: 

“I’d be happy if the book never sold another copy.” 

Unfortunately, rather than retracting the book, or removing it from print, Doug continues to 
promote it, as recently as 2018. In May, a writer to his blog asked: 

I guess I’m just looking for help on more knotty passages like the one you cited 
in#Leviticus 25:44-46#and such, that appear at &rst blush to be permitting SOMETHING, 
even if not to the degree of chattel slavery. 

Doug responded:  

Ben, this is not exactly what you asked for, but I would recommend Mark Noll’s book##e 
Civil War as #eological Crisis, Eugene Genovese’s book#A Consuming Fire, and my 
book#Black & Tan, in that order.  34

On Twitter, Dec 17, 2018 Doug said: 

“Josh, not suggesting that at all. "e link to my book Black & Tan addresses all this, and 
the Kindle version is free.”  35

B. Doug continues to resist e#orts at racial reconciliation 

Doug has criticized calls to remove Confederate monuments.  36

 https://dougwils.com/books-and-culture/s7-engaging-the-culture/letters-have-in-fact-arrived.html34

 https://twitter.com/douglaswils/status/107471757232986112635

 Wilson, “Commies, Confederates or Christ,” https://dougwils.com/books-and-culture/s7-engaging-the-36

culture/commies-confederates-christ.html ; Wilson, “Robert E. Lee and the Scandal of Causation” https://
dougwils.com/books-and-culture/s7-engaging-the-culture/robert-e-lee-scandal-causation.html
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Doug publicly criticized Russell Moore and the MLK50 conference.  37

Doug was one of the signers of "e Statement on Social Justice and the Gospel, a document 
intended to attack men like "abiti, and conferences like MLK50.  38

Doug publicly criticized Al Mohler a'er the issuing of the “Report on Slavery and Racism in the 
History of the Southern Baptist "eological Seminary.”  39

Doug coined and now throws around labels like “woke Baptist” as a way of mocking and 
denigrating those who are concerned to pursue racial justice and reconciliation.  40

In the last 5 years, rather than demonstrating a genuine repentance and an attempt to be less 
racially insensitive, Doug has doubled down and ampli&ed his racially insensitive rhetoric, and it 
has only intensi&ed in the most recent months and years. 

IV. Suggestions 

Bethlehem’s a%liation with Doug Wilson is long and deep. Not everything documented here 
requires a response, nor is it even possible. Many things have been listed simply in order to 
demonstrate just how extensive our a%liation is. When onlookers perceive our connection to and 
support of Doug Wilson, they aren’t making it up. On the contrary, it’s hard to miss. 

In 2019, I think we need to face a hard question: is racial reconciliation really a priority for us at 
Bethlehem? If so, what price are we willing to pay to pursue it? 

Here are a few suggestions. 

1. Someone from Bethlehem might publish a detailed review of Black & Tan. Perhaps Jason 
Meyer, Jason DeRouchie, or Andy Naselli could take this on. Bethlehem faculty might 
indicate their support of the review via social media in order to make clear to the broader 
public where we stand on this issue. 

2. Pastor John might reconsider his position on Doug Wilson and Black & Tan a'er the events 
of the past couple of years, and he might consider publishing an article on DG indicating his 
new thoughts. If on re!ection he concluded that he missed it in 2013, he might apologize 

 Wilson, “"eocracy and the Tijuana Brass” https://dougwils.com/books-and-culture/s7-engaging-the-37

culture/theocracy-tijuana-brass.html

 Wilson, “Despite Our "inkboys” https://dougwils.com/books-and-culture/s7-engaging-the-culture/38

despite-our-thinkboys.html

 Wilson, “In Which Al Mohler Does Not Kill the Fattest Snake” https://dougwils.com/books-and-culture/39

s7-engaging-the-culture/in-which-al-mohler-does-not-kill-the-fattest-snake%EF%BB%BF.html

 Wilson, “Horny Presbyterians and Woke Baptists.” https://dougwils.com/books-and-culture/s7-engaging-40

the-culture/horny-presbyterians-and-woke-baptists%EF%BB%BF.html
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publicly and speci&cally for what he said, speci&cally with reference to Bryan Loritts, and 
generally regarding Black & Tan more broadly. 

3. DG might reach out to "abiti to write an article re!ecting on what has transpired in the 
years since his exchange with Doug. I could only &nd one article that DG has ever published 
by "abiti, from 2012,  versus the dozens by Doug. 41

4. Bethlehem College & Seminary might examine its curriculum and determine whether 
requiring Doug’s books in our college is an unnecessary stumbling-block to current and 
potential students. 

5. Omnia - reconstruction and the Lost Cause. 
6. Bethlehem faculty and sta$ might reconsider whether we recommend our students take the 

Montana Trail from Minneapolis to Moscow to attend New Saint Andrews, and whether we 
want to give their recruiters access to our students. 

7. Bethlehem might reconsider our membership in the ACCS and explore other classical 
Christian organizations, such the Society for Classical Learning , which is 42

already a%liated with.  43

8. "ere may be other things that Bethlehem might consider in order to clarify what has 
appeared to be confusing and ambiguous messaging regarding ethnic harmony in general and 
Doug Wilson in particular. With a faculty and sta$ of such creative minds, I’m sure there will 
be even better ideas than the ones suggested here. 

9. But Bethlehem College & Seminary might decide that the price is too high to pay, and say 
and do nothing at all. I’m praying that that will not be the case. I love this school, and I pray 
that we will submit to our King, Jesus, whatever he might ask of us.

 “Brothers, We Should Stink.” He has been invited multiple times to speak at conferences.41

 https://societyforclassicallearning.org/ 42

 43
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